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How Direct Mail
Can Build Public Support

for College
If You' Know How To Use It

yDUBE in the direct mail business
but you may not know it. Many con-

certs, plays, student performances,
classes and other programs depend on
attracting off -campus audiences. The
more your institution becomes part of
the community, the greater the variety
of midi programs, the greater your de-
pendence on direct mail to seek out
yhr audiences.

Furthermore, as an educational in-
stitution you have unique advantages
in the use of direct mail, including
unusually lower cost. Yet, most of the
printing pouring out of colleges and
universities seems to reflect a "take
it or leave it" attitude. At the prices
you're paying for today's -printing, why
not make it work better? If you don't
need the income, you are unique.

If you dDn't 'need the com-
munity support that can be built
through large audiences attend-
ing campus events, you only
think you're unique. You may
soon be extinct.

Too many college announcements
simply give the title of a lecture or
name of a concert artist, dates, place
and ticket prices no mail order ticket
form, no details of the unusual reasons
why your faculty committee considers
this program stimulating or enjoyable.
"Take it or leave it"; "Show up at the
box office if you're interested," these
announcements say, in effect.

But there's a good chance that for
every two persons who remember the
date and show up on the performance
night, there are at least two more
persons who were convinced about the
program and would have ordered tick-
ets by mail.

Some program planners who don't
want to be bothered say, "Anyone
who is really interested will come with-
out much urging." But if you want
to make every event more successful,
remember that at the moment of read-
ing, the moment when interest, desire
and conviction about the program have
readied the hottest point, that's the
right moment to make it easy to act
and get your prospects to commit them-
selves to attendance. Better to believe
that those who are "really. interested"
will come no matter how much you say
than to say so little that you lose a
larger segment of yourpotential
ence. Use of a mail order coupon that
is made to look like everybody is clip-
ping and mailing it should be standard
procedure.

Shortcomings of some college
advertising can be traced back
to the time when such promo-
tion started out as a part-time
activity, then graelually ex-
pandeil to full time but without
professional personnel.

III the beginning someone probably
said. "All it takes is a little common
sense to announce our public programs."
lb it professionals in advertising, as well
as in other management practices, are
not paid for common sense but for
their uncommon sense. Uncommon
sense is the major ingredient which
some management consultants apply
to cut costs or impreve production by
hundreds of thousand; of dollars in a
variety of dissimilar companies and
imhistries. They cuter a company, ana-
lyze existing operations, and apply
principles of efficient management.
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Applying uncommon sense to direct
mail selling of education call also bring
magical results. So-caNed common sense
says, "Colleges should not sell cultural
or educational programs." Uncommon
sense says, "Selling need not involve
unethical advertising language or super-
lative promises that create dissatisfac-
tion in audiences. Instead, a straight-
forward description of the content,
meaning and value of an educational
or cultural program can sell more of the
right audience, and guarantee satisfac-
tion to that audience." (If your pro-
graming does not reflect this quality,
then the programing needs improve-
ment.)

In the area of public lectures and ex-
tension programs for off-campus audi-
ences, uncommon sense says, "Educa-
tion learning about any subject
can be made exciting, dramatic and
appealing to those who have an interest
in the subject. Lots of specific infonna...
tion will attract that specific' audience.
An equal amount of general infers-nation
can never excite all of the pnblicii 1 so
Anil try."

The-eptimum result you may want
from a program may be a small, sophis-
ticated audience for a high-level pro;
gram or, a full auditorium for others.
Whether your objective is optimum
audience quality or optimum ticket
sales, the application of the uncommon
sense of professional direct mail ex-
perience can improve your current pro-
motiOnal efforts.

Column sense might say, "There's
no use mailing the same mailing piece
one semester after another we need
a new approach for programs that are
rivaled." Uncommon sense proyes not
only that you can use the same mailer
(with date changed) but that you
shoufd use it.

Common sense says, "Drop old names
from your mailing list." But uncommon
sense may investigate deeper and prove
that lir doing so von might have thrown
away as much as 25 per cent of your
business.



Here are a few more samples
of the application of direct mail
principles to selling education:

If you want to sell more. tell more..
brag copy sells inure than short Copy.

A self-mailer may cost the least in
printing and mailing. but may not siec-
e;saril ring up ticket sales at the
eit cost per ticket sold.

If unit ticket price is too low to pay
the costs of direct mail selling..you can
increase the unit of sale in several ways
other than a reduction for quantity
purchases.

When your initial concert announce-
ment has only partially sold out the
aditthium,. then properly planned
emergency mailings can still convert
half-empty houses into a large suc-
cessful attendatux.

Direct mail selling costs can be re-
duced by selling series tickets even on
dissimilar programs.

Your presort customers can help you
increase your mailing lists, and in turn
increase your audiences.

Improved readability of copy and
layout can increase read-through of your
message by 10 to 25 per cent.

Bizarre layouts and irrelevant art can
cut returns to a fraction of your full
potential.

In your theater programs and ex-
tension catalog, proper warding mid
use of display pages to announce special
programs can replace part. of ydtir
special mailings and attract: as much
as half your audience. This enables you
to reduce the quantity of the special
announcements printed and . mailed.

an forthcoming articles, these
uncommon principles and other
ideas that make direct mail more
effective will be discussed.

I hope to make clear the reasoning
behind the many elements that are
combined to make the mailings suc-
cessful, and spell out exactly how the
same general principles can be applied
successfully to your own promotions.
You may be able to discover here and
there some of the errors that are turn-
ing away audiences and income. Future
articles will deal with such subjects as
how to utilize the unique advantages

and overcome some disadvantages
Of your direct mail as compared to

commercial direct mail. Later we will
discuss copy that sells; emergency ac-
tions that may double your audience:
how to adapt a variety of formats to a
variety of audiences; research to guar-
antee continued success; how to keep
your prospect reading until he is con-
vinced he should act; the care and
feeding of mailing lists, and any other
mail advertising problem.; readers might

College Mailings Face Harder Task
Than Commercial,

But Have Own Advantages

M.OST onliyersities rely heavily on
annotincematts for their

anthems% for lectures, concerts, films
and other_ cultural events :dined at the
off-camptts public. Persuading one in-
dividual to do something when you
are talking face to face is a fairly diffi-
cult job. But, it is easy compared to
persuading many unseen individuals by
means of a message printed out a page
or in a letter.

Your mailing asmounCentents are di-
wet mail advertising and, compared
with most other advertising, direct mail
is different in that 'it must ask for an
order; it must lx' aimed at persuading
many individuals and obtaining a de-
cision to come to your campus box
office, or to order tickets by mail.

Successful direct mail therefore must
tell a full story and answer all questions
and objections likely to arise in the
minds of most readers. That's asking a
lot, particularly when university and
college direct mail usually asks for the
big decision: Send money now in

.advatice.
Othet- direct mail, you will find

by simply reviewing the last few pieces
you have received. emphases no de-
cision now: just a tiny bit or favorable
attti011 of .0 sort mmle easy for you to
do, and of mirse, you "send no
numey."
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Let its compare the factors involved
with commercial direct mail and our
own, the better then to overcome some
of our disadvantages, and to exploit our
very real advantages.

Tenn!: of the Offer and Format
Commercial Direct Mail: Send no mon-
ey or a small deposit. Twenty years and
more of mail order records show that
if you can get 50 orders based on "send
no money pay later on approval"
then you will get only 3.5 orders based
on "send no money now, just pay the
postman C.O.D." When you sell on the
basis of "cash in advance with the or-
der," the number of orders has
dwindled to 25.
Unicersity Direct Mail: Usually "cash
in advance now with the order".
Commercial: Mail the separate
postage-free reply card after you simply
put a check mark in the square. Letter
mused with the most personal approach.
in an envelope with a sepaiate folder
and reply envelope.
Univer.vity: Fill omit a complete coupon
which is part of a folder. Clip the cou-
pon, find poi, fill in the information.
write check, find envelope. address it,
find ta ap. Sometimes enclose a self-
addressed, staniped envelope for the
reply. Usually economy demands a
self-mailer. .1



Comrcial: Pav after vproval. Guar-
anteeel money back if, tug "absolutely
delighted."
University: Approve now based on the
information furnished, aml send full
payment now. Limited refund policy, if

Commercial: Nearly always a bargain
or special price. Usually an additional
premium if you act now.
University: Not possible.

Commercial: Test many different for-
mats and advertising appeals before
proceeding with the full mailing.
University: Time does not permit test-
ing on the same scale.

Copywriting in Direct Mail
Cemmercial: Headlines dramatize
benefits to the individual.
UniVersity: Usually an academic title,
although an interesting subtitle can
sometimes be added.

Commercial: Direct emotional appeals
to sex, romance, health, comfort, prof-
it. self-advancement, social prestige.
University: Limited in appeal to cul-
ture, educational value, indirectly in
terms of self-advancement.

Commereial: Written person to per-

University: Sometimes addressed di-
rectly to the reader to act arid benefit,
but often must be addressed to a
company, training director, principal,
student counselor, ur other person why
then must select or persuade the pro.-
Peet vou are trying to reach there-
fore 'difficult to .aim copy in readable

style.
This comparison should convince you

that direct mail must have a lot of what
it takes to win fawrable action. The
comparison demortg:t,tes how average
commercial direct mail says: "Don't de-

eide now, don't worry about paying,
you're not doing anything that commits
you; just make that easy little check
mark next to where we have already
filled in your name. Never mind a
stamp, we pay the postage. You're not
even buying anything because you
can return it so very easily without
risking a peiniy."

Don't despair. University and col-
lege direct mail has certain other ad-
vantages that many an advertiser would
take in trade for all the advantages he
seems to have.

For example, the average advertiser
must invest much more m getting at-
tention. Then, having attention, the
advertiser must use devices and strat-
agems in words, layout and art to
make sure prospects read his message
from beginning to end. Also, advertisers
must convince the reader that the
advertiser is worthy of the confidence of
the prospect. And, all this he must do
ahead of and to the exclusion of many
competitors.

In the realm of persuasion, in the
long tricky road from initial attention
through interest, desire and conviction
to action, many a prospect drops off on
the way. In these abstract areas, col-
lege direct mail has unique advantages.
Here are some of them:

1. Our unique product is education,
including cultural entertainment. If the
reader has any knowledge of the sub-
ject, we have a better chance of get-
ting his very favorable attention.

2. Those who have asked to be put
on you' mailing list have demon-
strated a special interest in what you
have 'n say will hear you out, listen to
you full story, if you give them ball a
.nance.
3. What the university is doing is

news. One of the most important ele-
ments in advertising is just that: the
news element.

4. Because you offer news from a
university, your reader expects the news
itself will be educational. The reader
expects some worthwhile knowledge
just from reading !p.ur announcement
regardless of tchether or not he attends
the program you are Idling him about.

5. The other advertisers are obvious-
ly out to "sell a bill of goods." Your
readers think of the university as dis-
interested, offering nonprofit education
or entertainment.

All of these qualities make it easier
to achieve conviction in the mind of the
prospect that your proposal is worth-
while. The average advertiser pleads,
begs, entreats the prospect to believe
in his product, and then become con-
vinced that he must act. Your public
believes in you, he is convinced of the
quality, reputation, honesty of you and
your offer.

Combine the unusual advantages
that we enjoy with full considerathm of
the other differences between our di-
rect mail and commercial direct mail,
and you have a combination of tech-
nics that will seem to work magic in
improved results and income.

Direct mail can be an expensive,
even a prohibitive, way of doing
business when it is not understood ant:
not properly planned. Successful di-
rect mail follows certain broad prin-
ciples. In most cases, the measure of
success is the number of tickets you
sell, and this result will be most often
mentioned in these articles. But the
test of effectiveness, and the reason for
making direct mail more effective, can
be -represented by other goals than
money and income. The objective may
be a small but highly qualified audi-
ence. Once you have improved your
direct mail, you may be able to up-
grade the quality of your programs
and of your audiences.



Tarticle is the third in our series
on the use of professional direct

mail advertising technics in the promo-
tion of on-campus cultural programs,
lectures and classes designed for off-
campus audiences.

How can we talk about profes-
sional direct mail and the pro-
fessional approach?

We can do so if we have a backlog
of successful experiments to show that
favorable results have been proved.
When you plan for results and trace
those results, you soon learn by experi-
ence and intuition born of that experi-
ence just what works and what does
not work.

This is not to say that direct mail
professionals can always predict the
winner in a test of several mailing
pieces or letters; but, comparing a mail-
ing piece that has none of the ingredi-
ents of successful persuasion to those
that do contain them, experienced ad-
vertisers predict which is more likely
to succeed.

In the 1930s, years of very hard
selling, two brothers Townsend electri-
fied the advertising profession when
they announced that they had discov-
ered 30 ingredients that an ad must
possess to be successful. Many adver-
tising egencies scoffed, but they and
qthers were forced by clients to submit
their ads for sci:ret analysis. In most
eases, the Townsend formula of suc-
cess did improve ad results. The secret
selling points leaked out in varied forms.
The important lesson is that such for-
mulas can be deduced from the teach-
ings of many advertising geniuses.

So, when we come to a considera-
tion of effective copy writing, w... could
readily reprint the writings of Claude
Hopkins. Ernest Elmo Calkins, Tames
Webb, ;Air Copies, Gide
David Ogilvy, and many others. But
for the reader who is limited in time,
I would suggest Clyde Betlell's "How To
Write Advertising That Sells." His "34
Proven Selling Stratagems" for com-
mercial products can be applied to the

Tell More To Sell More
Is Good Rule for Education's

Direct Mail Advertising

abstract area of education and, cultend
entertainment.

The transference is not eav to
achieve, but those who persist in com-
paring our ,educational "product" and
our technici of selling with others will
be rewarded with more and more pen=
ple

.

comingtothe campus to experience
the thrill of learning or the greater ap-
predation of the arts.

In addition to needing more of the
copy elements that sell, most college an-
nouncements can be improved in read-
ability through an -application of the
teachings of Rudolf Flesch.

Advertising textbooks can tell you
what to .say and, this advice will help
you sell many more people. But your
copy can produce greater success if you
follow the advice of Rudolph Flesch on
"how to say it." Simple words. human
references, shod sentences make up the
Flesch formula for readability that ed-
itors of newspapers and magazines
have applied with startling success.

Before we walk through a
demonstration tif writing copy,
here are a few other principles
to consider:

I. Long copy will sell more than
short copy.

2. Don't talk generally to the general
public. Few programs have tint broad
an appeal. Pick out who ;/.sir pros-
pects are so you can talk to them in
specific language about specific fea-
tures.

3. Every average subject, no matter
how dull it may seem to you, is excit-
ing and interesting to its fans. Talk to
these fans with their enthusiasm, and
you will persuade them as well as oth-
ers marginally interested.
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4. Start where y our prospect is. Be-
gin with the fan-nar before describing
the new and unfamiliar aspects of the
subject.

5. Avoid "advertisingese." Windy al-
perlatives, extreme claims, and exagger-
ations only produce dissatisfied cus-
tomers.

6. At the other extreme, avoid pre-
tentioutness, fine writing, abstractions
where the 'writer forgets he is a sales-
man and tries to be. a perfonner. In-
stead of sales, he seeks applause
and usually gets only his own and that
of a flattering friend or two.

7. Don't try to be cute There is
plenty of entertainment in the funny

'papers and on TV.- If you want to sell,
be straightforward, honest, serious.

8. Verify your basic assumptions.
You have some surprises coming. For
example, ask a kw people, "Have you
ever been to a concert on our campus?"
Some will answer, "I thought they were
only open to students and faculty."

. Ask others, "Have you ever taken ex-
tension dresses?" And your next-door
neighbor may surprise you with, "But
don't you have to be a college gradu-
ate?"

This bit of research should teach you
to future prominently such words as,
"Opc,:i to the public," "Public lectures,"
and to repeat this message by para-
phrasing, "A lerture series for the lay-
man and all those interested in under-
standing today's scientific advances" or
"1 concert for all lovers of string quAr-
tets." This research should also start
you seeking out new lists of people to
tell them that they should not have
the mistaken cor.ceptions you have dis-
covered in part of your public.

How do you adapt the princi-
ples of good copy writing to talk-
ing about concerts, lectures and
other educatimud and cultural
programs?
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Hen are a few penteis;
Your copy must be written hi terms

of benefits to the reader what the
reader gets or experiences. First, your
title is your headline. It is the most im-
portant element in an advertisement be-
cause !.t forms the reader's decision
whether to go on and read or stop
there. Now, in many situations you are
given an academic title that you can't
change. But you can supplement it
with a subtitle that arrests more at-
tention, promises definite benetits in en-
tertainment or education.

Then, immediately, go into de'aiis
about the progrun, details that carry
forward the ideas given in the headline.
Don't write literary essays. Talk to peo-
r4e. In order to get interesting material
for your body copy, question the per-
forming artists or lecturers. They have
an enthusiasm for their subject. That
same enthusiasm is shared by other
people who, so far, exist only "way out
there somewhere" and have not yet be-
come an audience. But keep pumping
for answers to the questions: "Why
should pare o our public drop every-
thing and rush to attend this perform-
ance?'" 'What's so great about it?"

Most times, the enthusiasm of
the performer or the lecturer
for his subject can be trans-
formed into a description that
transmits the enthusiasm to the
public, and you get a good at-
tendance.

Most of the people who plan these
programs have spent a half hour or
More with the person who will present
the pregi am, and. often their reaction
has been, "He makes it sound so very
interesting and fascinating, I am going
to be sure to attend myself. That's the
kind of enthasiesm to pick up and put
on paper to persuade more people to
attend.

Will this copy approach work for
concerts, recitals and other campus
cultural events designed to attract off-
campus auchences? Try it. Use short
copy in a test against longer copy. Prop-

erly written longer copy will usually
outsell brief "announcement" copy.

Remember the advantages you have
over other mail advertisers. Your pub-
lic considers your announcements edu-
cational and worthwhile news.

the case of musical performances.
don't hesitate in the preliminary an-
nouncement to give some details
about some of the compositions or com-
posers in addition to material about the
artists. Why save all the exciting and
interesting notes for the performance
program where half your audience
rives too late to read it? Take a new
'NI at those notes.

In sang a product, there comes a
point in the persuasic,1 process where
you picture to the prospect the enjoy-
ment that canes from using the prod-
uct. It is as if the prospect is now
in your audience and your words as-
sume he is there starting to enjoy the
program:

Try to meet the reader on his
own ground -- who are our
prospects end what do they al.
ready know about the subject?

When a bookseller tries to sell you a
book through the mail, the one bit of
copy he always includes is the table
of contents. It may not look pretty in
the layout, and to those only mildly in-,.
terested it may seem to take up too
much space. But those who have an
active interest are not about to part
with their money without judging
whether the contents promise more
than books already read on the same
subject.

Don't use the biography of the lec-
turer as given in "Who's Who" with all
the dull details starting with where he
got his B.A. degree. Instead, rewrite
the biography to answer this question:
"What unique experiences and knowl-
edge qualify this specific person to
talk on this specific program?"

Emphasize how to enroll in a emrse,
also that it is open to the public.

Since the series is for the layman,
strongly infer that attendance by more
than one person is expected bring
a friend, suggest a husband and wife
enroll together.

You get more multiple enrollments
when the enrollment blank suggests it
by iimviding spaces to fill in the names
of "other persons covered by this en-
rollment."

Besides copy, other lectors that make
for success or failure of your direct mail
arc readability, format, lists and re-
search, which will be discussed in fu-
ture articles.

7
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Readability Studies
Provide Ground Rules

To Make Your Advertising
More Effective

THE more people who read your
announcements of on-campus

events, the more your public following
will increase.

The title of a lecture, or name of a
performing artist, may be all you need
to bring in orders for tickets from a
few enthusiasts. Stop there, if you
want to, but you haven't even started
getting the most for your printing
money. Each bit of good information
that you add will attract a few more.

You will get optimum results
if you can keep more people
reading through to the end of
your message.

Lawrence C. Chait, a counselor in
mail advertising and selling, says of di-
rect mail readership: "Marketing peo-
ple who are exposed for the first time
to direct mail readership studies are
generally shocked to find that a piece
of direct mail will be seen/identified by
the prospect group to an extent four or
five times greater than that accorded to
the same advertisement in a newspaper
or Magazine representing a circulation
audience of equal size.

"In specific terms, direct mail reader-
ship normally is in the 65 per cent to
85 per cent range, as against the 10
per cent to 20 per cent figure which
generally emerges for print media ad-
vertising of other types."

This is not to play down the effec-
tiveness of other media. Rather it is to
anticipate the unscientific and subjec-
tive reaction: "I never .read businas
mail. I don't think anybody reads di-
rect mail." The people who know how
wrong you are, if you are addicted to
this fallacy, are laughing at you all
the way tc the bank.

Nevertheless, more attention can be
given profitably to getting more people
to read through to the end of your mes-
sage. The more who, do read all the
way through, the more will buy.

A survey made years ago fo-
cuses attention on the impor-
tance of read-through.

A successful mail order finn mailed
a thousand pieces to a sample in
10 states, then followed up with per-
sonal interviews. Here's what they
found:

Out of a thousand people inter-
viewed, 384 did not remember the let-
ter ( it was assumed they did: not open
it), 616 remembered receiving it but
393 of those 616 remembered nothing
of the contents .(it was assumed they
did not read it). 'Phis totals 777, or 78
per cent who did not open or did not
read ally part. Two hundred and twen-
ty-four did remember something in the
letter (it was rimmed they wad it),
and 34 of the 224 bought the product
offered. The mailing was very profit-
able.

It doesn't matter whether the figure
of 78 per cent nonreaders can be at-
tributed accurately to other mailings.
What does matter is the working as-
sumption that a majority may not read
our mail at all, unless we remember to
make them read. Add up nonreaders
and readers who did not buy, and you
have 96.7 per cent of your list to work
on for improved read-through.

We cannot hope to achieve 100 per
cent readership unless our list is com-
posed of 100 per cent prospects.

Quantitative readership by use of a
wide general appeal is worthless, un-
less in that readership group are the
qualitative \group: he prospects. To
the extent that advertising is directed
specifically to the prospects, the more
likely it is to pick up fringe prospects.

Readership studies of copy,
layout, art and typography pro-
vide ground rules to make mid-
vertising more effective.

Ads that are already effective have
been made 10 per cent to 25 per cent
more effective in read-through by ap-
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plying the results of research. An in-
crease of read-through readership of 10
per cent to 25 per cent in direct mail
would mean that a mailing of 5,000
will have the effect of a mailing of
5,500 to 6,250. Thus increased read-
through can obtain a lxmats of 10 per
cent to 25 per cent for every dollar in-
vested in advertising.

If you are serious about communicat-
ing, you need to pay attention to how
easy, or difficult, it is to read and com-
prehend your announcements. The
mass media have applied readability
formulas such as those of Rudolf
Flesdr and Robert Cunning to great
advantage. Many publishers and edi-
tors, who paid no attention to these
readability formulas, have been run out
of business fast.

Yet a great number of university an-
nouncements are more difficult to read
than the Yale Review. The majority are
much harder to read than Atlantic
Monthly and IMrpers. Is this too high
a reader level for the language of your
direct mail? Remember, those who pick
up Atlantic, Harpers, Yale Review have
their own motive for doing so.

But, you cannot assume any such
motive when the same people pick up
your advertisement.

Unless you make it easy to go
on from sentence to sentence,
you lose readers all along the
way.

You lose readers with a word a
fancy polysyllable that you think makes
your writing erudite. The reader stops,
puzzles, begins to lose interest. Also,
you can lose readers at the end of each
complicated sentence, earh paragraph,
at the bottom of a page, at every point
where you stop to take ri breath.



Most people think of the reading
level of Atlantic itfonthly and Harpers,.
for > example, as aimed at university
graduates, intellectuals who will over-
come any complications of long words
and sentences..

You should take another look. The
editors of these and other magazines
are fighting for complete read-through.
Set their articles next to some of your
own copy. Compared to your expecta-
tions, you may now discover that their
language is almost primer-like. Not so.
It is the current language of clear-cut
communication putting an idea over
with the least possible strain on the
reader.

Many books have been written on
how to make reading interesting. At the
very least, find out what Flesch and
Cunning . are talking about, and apply
some of their suggestions. If you don't,
you're wasting a lot of money on print-
ing and communication that could be
more effective.

Here we are concerned not
with the readership formulas,
but with physical aids in format,
layout and typography, which
help keep people reading.

Start with the basic piece of mail a
letter from me to you. The method of
reproduction of such a letter affects the
degree of readership. Find out about
the difference between letters repro-
duced by automatic typing, printing but
with a matched fill-in of name and ad-
dress, multigraph and straight printing.
Also, leans from professional direct mail
about indenting some paragraphs,
numbering items in a list, marginal
marks or underlines in a second color,
signature in a second color, use of the
P.S. (the first thing, not the last
thing, most people read).

Most college and u:Aiversity an-
nouncements are printed folders or
self-mailers, so let us look into getting
maximum read-through of such printed
material.

With t egard to folders, self-
mailers and boOklets, here tire
some ways to make reading
more attractive:

1. Use captions and subcaptions to
telegraph the story for the reader who
skims over the copy first before reading
details.

2. If your headline :is an academic
title you can't change, then back it.up
with a subtitle that has reader interest.

3. Copy on the cover or in the head-
ings should include all those elements
that may pick a prospect out of the
crowd and say: "Wait a minute, don't
throw this away E- this is for you."
These elements, my include title, sub.
title, audience ( "open to the public"
or "for lovers of classical music," and so
forth), dates, place, time and special
features. If a lecture series includes
demonstrations, slides and films, why
not say so?

4. Back cover copy must be consid-
ered in exactly the same way as cover
copy. You think you know which is
your front cover, but watch people pick
up their mail and you'll discover that
both covers are important. Look maga-
zine discovered that 25 per cent of
magazine readers thumbed through
from the back of the magazine, so they
put some feature articles there!

5. With respect to art and illustra-
tion on the covers and inside, remeni-
her that the primary.: purpose of the
layout is. to achieve complete read-
through. A majority. ef people will not
buy until they have read all you have
to say; never forget that. Only as art
and layout contribute relevantly to this
objective are they effective. This rules
out most extraneous decoration, as it
should be ruled out. Generally. a photo-
graph or an illustration approaching a
photograph is the most successful in at-
tracting rem lers.

6. Photographs with accompanying
captions are almost co mpnlsoly read-
ing for most people. In newspapers they
get two to three times more readership
than text. For this reason, a photo
should scarcely ever be used without
a captivn under it, preferably empha-
sizing a selling feature. With regard to
pictures, readership research further
tells us that in pictures used to tell a
Story, unusual cropping, outlining or
tilt should be avoided. Captions should
be placed right under the picture.
Don't deface your photograph by
printing a headline over the picture
arca itself. This can reduce attention
value by an average of 19 per cent.

Layout and typography de-
serve as much attention as edi-
tors of mass media give them.

The editor knows that his objective
is communication, and he wants com-
plete read-through.

Do you really want maximum read-
through? Then learn from research
that reports 5, 10, 25 per cent, and oth-
er varying percentage drop-offs in
readers when any of these rules are
violated:

1. Type should be as large as the
text permits 10 point usually is
used in books. You may be forced to set
it smaller, but if so, try to put white
spaces between the lines. Find out
which type faces are larger for their
size. For example, 8 point Times Roman
prObably appears .as large as 10 point
Weiss type face.

2. Typographic experts advise an
average width of line &Inal to ewe and
one-half alphabets or 39 characters. If
you exceed this by very much, consid-
er putting white space between lines.

3. White space should be used to
make important headings and subheads
stand out. Large massive type does not
emphasize a title or headline as well as
lesser blacks with white .

4. Avoid long !main; of all-
capital letters. They are 1Z1 per cent



harder to read than tipper and lower
ease.

5. Emphasize key words in a long
headline by italics, lxildface, or letter-

spaced capitals.
6. Do not use condensed type faces

for text or long copy. Condensed type
faces were generally designed to meet
limitations of newspaper columns;
leave them there.

7. Where all caps are used in a
headline or subhead, they are general-
ly made more readable by letter-spac-
ing between the letters.

8. Set text in the kind of type we
grew up reading the kind of type we
read most of every day. That type is
serif type, not sans-serif.

This article is set in serif type.
This line is set in sans-serif.
9. If your type is being set on a lino-

type machine, the type face comes in
two varieties: sometimes Roman and
italic, sometimes Roman and boldface.
Learn how to use the ether face judi-
ciously to emphasize key words or to
break up copy blocks.

10. Type can be used, when copy
permits, to keep readers going by such
methods as the following:

a. Subtitles following the heading.
b. A subtitle preceding the heading,

providing the subtitle and heading are
worded as a complete sentence or
thought.

c. Boldface lead-in for text.
d. Indenting some paragraphs right

and left in the middle of the text.
e. Setting a sentence or short para -.

graph in italics if that italic face is easy
to rid.

f. Numbering or lettering ideas in a
list.

g. First paragraphs set in larger typo
or with more spe:e between Dues.

h. Start the .text or new pak:.5.aphs
with a two-line or three-line initial let-

ter. One study says that a large initial
letter will increase readership an aver-
age of 13 per cent.

i. Use decorative initials that are
part of the type face used.

j. Other decorative characters (called
printer's flowers) that do not distract,
e.g. an em quad, a dot or a star in
place of numerals in a listing..:

k. Run-over of copy from one col-
umn or page to the next is desirable to
keep them reading. Newcomers often
space copy so that each column or page
ends "neatly" with the end of a para-
graph or sentence. The end of the
thought makes it easy for your reader
to stop thinking about what you are
saying altogether, and you lose your
reader.

1. Use normal book style of indent-
ing first line of paragraphs. centering
lines.

Setting type with ragged (un-
even) lines at right or left is an
obstacle to readership.

Here are some don'ts they call
more 'attention to the type and layout.
and forget that the purpose of type is
to communicate ideas. These are some
of the cliches that crop up in cycles.
are imitated badly by amateurs, aml
have no place especially in direct mail
where the objective is to obtain action
from the reader, not throw obstacles at
his eyes.

Avoid: (a) unusual word-splitting:
(b) excessive use of lower case only
where readers expect normal capital
letters; (c) heavy rules that attract
more attention to themselves rather
than functioning as separators of copy;
(d) large heavy numerals or dates that
distract from emphasis on the copy;
(e) excessive type sizes; (f) jumbles of

type faces; (g) text or long copy
printed on colored tint blocks, lengthy
reverses of type or text type in red,
orange or other bright colors.
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Never set your copy in reverse, that
is, white type on a black .background.
and newr set it over gray or, colored
tint they make reading virtually im-
possible. Surveys report a 10 -per cent
to 42 per cent advantage in reading ot
black on white versus white on black
or on tint blocks.

Use of color for headings and
subheads calls for a reconsidera-
tion of the type face to be used.

Color should be used:judiciously. In
the case of excessive use of display
type, it is said, "All display is no dis-
play." The same principle applies to
use of color.

In some cases, where a heading or
subhead will appear in color, it is nec-
essary to step up the type in size or
boldness, otherwise the black text copy
overpowers it.

The next article will discuss fitting
the format to the task.



How To Choose a Format

That Fits Objectives
of Your Mail Campaign

WHEN we come to a considera-
tion of formats to be used in

advertising (limpets concerts and cul-
tural events, then we should reconsider
our objectives. If the objective for one
event is to attract an ever larger pub-
lic audience, one' kind of format or
package, for example, a self-mailer
might carry our message. But, if the
objective is to attract the social, poli-
tical and economic leaders of the com-
munity, you may find another format
brings startling results, for example, an
invitation type of mailer.

The format by which you
communicate to your prospec-
tive audiences covers many pos-
sibilities.

First there are the from-me-to-you
personal communications: a single let-
ter sent first class. Then there are let-
ters personally addressed but sent in
quantities. When the quantity is large
enough, you can use automatically
typewritten letters. To retain some per-
sonal touch to printed letters, you may
match the typewriter type with a
matched fill-in of the name and ad-
dress of the prospect, or fill in the
name ill a deliberately nomnatched
type. Even with no fill-in, but starting
the letter "Dear Friend" or with a head-
line, the printed letter still can look
more personal when the signature is
printed in a second color,

Does it all sound too gimmicky and
. 'corny? Try some new formats, take a

count of the improved ticket sales, and
take a good, critical look at the new
customers. Neither the extra ticket
sales nor the new customers will look
corny.

But, this is not a suggestion to use
blatant, irrelevant formats. The format
should suit the objective, the type of
program, and the audience.

13:ear in mind that the cost of
inailing, whatever format is
used, does not depend on how
much you pay the printer, mail-
ing department, and post office.

The mailer that costs most in dollars
may bring in more orders and be the
most economical per ticket sold. The
mistaken idea about cost instea& of
sales per dollar spent keeps many
promoters from hying out more effec-
tive formats.

Tests can, point to better results.
For example, if you are mailing to last
year's concert season subscribers,
you'll get more renewals by enclosing
an addressed reply envelope with a 5
cent postage stamp affixed to the ea-
velope. This will increase your cost of
mailing by $55 to $65 a thousand to
cover the stamps, affixing stamps, en-
velope, inserting. But try it on half
your list when the _results are in
you'll probably wish you had done it
on the entire list.

That's one example of an improve-
ment in format to be tested at least on
prime lists. Now let's get back to gen-
eral considerations.

Generally, the most effective
mailing format is a letter, bro-
chure, separate order card, and
reply envelope.

The qualifying word generally is im-
portant because many individual situa-
tions contradict this principle. I will
contradict it too when I talk ,about
the invitation format a little later.

Often, letters and separate reply or-.
ders are not available to you. You re-
ceive heralds from the booking agent,
and have little choice but to mail
them as self-mailers or use them as
throwaways. Most of these heralds
made up by the booking agents and
managers could stand considerable
improvement in copy and applicalion
of other direct mail technics. Some,
which you probably recognized, al-
ready have that professional touch
and fairly certain high return in ticket
orders.

r
NO.

Self-mailers can range in
format according to the method
of reproduction.

'They can be mimeographed. multi-
graphed and printed by offset or letter-
press. Cenerally, if you are using
photographs and you should use
them on main announcements then
you will use a printing process. The
self-mailers should include a tear-off
order blank so that tickets can be
ordered by mail.

When you are using more than one
list for your mailings, you should ar-
range your self-mailers so that replies
are automatically -coded. You can tell
which lists are producing the most
businesk if your order blank is placed
on the inside so that its reverse side
contains the address space. Thus, by
turning over each order blank, you
read the addressee and identity of the
list so you can tabulate results. When
other formats are used, order blanks
can he coded in different ways which I
will describe in a subsequent article.

Self-mailers can include compara-
tively large Sheets folded down as well
as post cards and double post cards.
As to the final folded size, the post of-
five has some limitations, but another
limitation often overlooked is the size
of the mailboxes you're sending to. If
your institution is surrounded by
apartment houses, a large mailer will
be folded (or crushed) to go into an
apartment house mail slot, or left out-
side in a general pick-np box where
much of the mail is not always picked
up.

If ticket sales are not np to expecta-
tions. and you are quite sure it is...not
the fault of the concert artist or the
prognue,don't hesitate to use e boost.
er mailer any 'way you can get it out
in a hurry. If the printed advance
piece can't be reprinted. a mimeo-
graphed self-mailer can do the job.
Switch the copy emphasis to tickets
available at the box office on the night
of the concert.

Emergency mailings like these have
doubled the audience in more than one
of our programs, and research has
proved-that the second and emergency!
mailing was mainly responsible for that
audience increase.
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Choice of format can do a lot
in successfully attracting new
audiences, and audiences made
up of more of the leaders of
your immediate community.

An irwitation-npe announcement
mailed in invitation-size envelopes can
do much to attract their favorable at.
tention and attendalce.

The notside panel of the invitation
carries, the conventional message of in-
vitation including artist, place. dates.
At thebottoni of the panel, be sure
to put the scale of ticket prices so
that thew is no mistake that the in-
vitation is to buy tickets, not to come
as a guest.

Srune might criticize this format
before using it as perhaps de-

meaning or injuring the image of your
institution or program. Quite the ccu-
trarv. More leaders of the community
will respond to this than to other for-
mats. if you want steadily to build the
best community support, you'll try this
cart soon. You'll find yourself in goal
and dignified company: Harvard Busi-
ness Review has used the invitation
format almost exchuively for years,
as has the National Geographic So-
ciety.

The mail you receive at your own
Immo will suggest to you the wide
variety of formats. Make sung you get
on direct mail lists for all types of
offers, and ask yourself whether each
formic can be successfully adapted to
your use.

Don't limit your ideas to mail
samples alone.

(Ve unusual format we have used
suceessfully was to mail the 12 page
concert program. 1' primary' function
was as a handout al: the concert it-
self, Tart the concert notes were ex-
citing and enticing enough to hi ing in
;t record audience.

Test new formats with clew chje-
fives in view, and use the test leiolts
to improve future mailings.

The Care and Tending of Prospect Lists
Garners Profit and

Community Support

VOU cannot expect to build steady
-A- audiences for cultural events, you

cannot obtain optinium direct mail re-
sults at minimum cost unless you build,
refine and expand your mailing lists.
Some experts say the quality of your
list determittes 75 per cent of the suc-
eess of your mailing. If von are not
putting the names of all your patrons
on regular lists, you should start doing,
so. If von are not adding more prospect
names front all possible sources, you.
are letting audiences and revenue .slip
away. Before we discuss the specifics
of college mailing lists for public
events. there are two generalities that
4serve mention: ZIP codes and ad-
dressing systems.
. This is a good time to ealu-
ate your mailing lists and ad-
dressing system.

This period, from the present to Jan.
1, 1967., is a particolarly opportune time
beeanse of the impending requirement
that all lasts will have to be completely
ZIP-eoded by Jan. 1, 1967, or pay
pt;:ialty postage. You must undertake
the .cost of extracting each address
Hate from Four list file, adding the
now ZIP code (or making a complete
uc w plate to accommodate the ZIP
emir) and refiling the plates iiymmer-
lead ZIP-code order. This cost may nm
as high as the cost of installing a com-
plete eew addressing systeni.

Now is the time to consider whether
your present system does suit your
present and future requirements. In
normal mailing periods, the biggest
obstacle to a change-over to a new,
iniproved system of addressing is the
inim% cost to convert from one type
neanother. But whether or not you plan
to change Your system, start now to
ZIP-code 1w adding ZIP codes with
each new addition or change.

Many systems are available
for maintaining lists and ad-
dressing mail.

A mailing list can be established
simply by typing names and addresses
Ott index cards. then addressing inch-
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vidual pieces from'that list. Or, von can
use multiple lidrels and type as many
as six set:. of lathers at one time. Or, re.
produce such labels on a copying
maehine. From these elementary sys-
tems rtit can progress, as lists become
larger and more complicated, to paper
and metal address Oates. on tip to
using a computer and nutiotaining lists
no magnetic tape.

Somewhere between the two e.7:-

tremes you will find a mailing list sys-
tem that suits year purposes. The. de-
tails of each system, its advantages azyl
disadvan:iges, arc too many to discuss t.
here. t

The light system for you depends on:
the weight you give factors like the
skit! of lists, the number of categories
or arks used, the frequency of use and
desirability of selecting small segments
of the list. An axiont among =dingy
list houses Is that if you are going to,
tis4 a name more than six times a year,'
then it pays to set up some kind of mel-
t:hank:11 addressing system.

Pe;aps you have been required to
use the' system already established by
the administration for record purposes.
Such a system may be suitable for rec-
ords but not for mailing, especially
since complete ZIP- coding lies just
ahead. It is not impractical to install a
second address system if the system
offers more advantages and economy in

operations.

Yoti can find complete dis-
cussions on the mechanics of
mailing and mailing lists in
textbooks on direct mail.

The most emnomical way ti change
each addressing system to 2.W code is
briog covered in a series of articles
that started in the April 1905 issue of
The Iteporter of Direct Mali Adcer-



thing. In this series, each manufacturer
of addressing equipment has been
asked to detail what steps to take first.
second. third. and so on. to prepare the
changeover. and luny to avoid costly
errors or unnecessary steps in marking
the complete change-over to 741) codes.

Within the limits of this article. let's
coi 'sir ler spedfii: aspects of building.
refilliia; :111(1 f:xpatalitig cumpris lists.
Reconsider r a moment your objec-
tives: pr caning audiences and public
support for your institutions. Some day
your administration n ; :y want to use
the lists to send cut pul.lic relations
messages to persuade community lead-
ON. If you build revonsive lists for
your 0110.1ral events, and attract good
audiences. you can be that much more
confident that other kinds of
community support also will be there
when you need it.

HoW do you establish such a
list in the first place?

If You are still selling most tickets
over the counter or at the box office,
then ask your audience to turn in their
names and addresses for future an-
nouncements. Be aggressive about this.
If you merely set out curds in the lobby
to be picket.' np, youll get only a few
filled in at intermission. Instead, have
ushers pass out one card to each patron
and have the ushers stand at the head
of the aisle and circulate during inter-
missions, asking each individual to turn
in his curd.

You may even find it doubly useful
to get names by passing out question-
naires so your public has a chance
to give opinions and suggestions for fu-
ture programs. It usually takes some
permasion to convince ushers or box
office employes of the value of these
names. You can easily demonstrate how
few names are turned in when you
leave it to the initiative of the pwrons.
compared to active collection by the
fishers.

Another way to get addition.
al names is by means of a re-
quest and tear-off coupon
printed in the program itself.

As you set up your list, start refining
it lw dating and coding each name ac-

cording to the specific interest shown.
As your lists grow, you can select and
mail to each segment instead of the en-
tire list. All those who attend a series
Of foreign films, for example. are not
prospects for a dance recital. Nor will
the jazz fans necessarily respond to a
chamber music: program. After coding
the names and addresses. they _should
still he interfiled in one addressing um.
You'll soon find that must patrons have
more than one interest.

If your list totals 2.000 to 5.0(X) you
may still find it profitable to send all
tyiws of aunoun.:ements films, ji.17.7..

classical music.. dance recitals. and so
on to all of the names anyway. .But.
when that mailing is made and you
have a couple of hundred :murmur-
melds left over. you can "second mail"
these "owns- to the specific segment
of the list.

In order to refine your lists,
you need to trace mail orders
back to their list source.

The best way to do this is to be sure
that the order blank for tickets is on
the reverse side of the address panel
in the case of self-mailers. After all
returns are in, tabulate your mail or-
ders and see which parts of the list
responded best, whether some parts
did not respond at all, and perhaps
would not be profitable the next time.
Then use the returns to improve your
list classifications.

Add the new codes to the old plates
where patrons have expressed a new
interest. Those responsible for list work
can compare the order blank name: and
address with the addressed side and
pick up only the new names and infor-
mation. If the address panel is . not
there to check, then all names and ad-
dresses must be checked against pres-
ent lists in order to pick up that per-
centage that is new.

If it is possible to keep track of the
orders you get from each addressee,
then you can keep your list up to date
according to the amount of business
you get from each name. Large mail-
order houses do this based on how fre-
quently, how recently, a person has
purchased, and how much he buys. If
you cunt undertake this amount of
bookkeeping or research, you should at
leant know how much business each
segment of your mailing list produces
by tracing the coded orders.
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When the plate address backs up
order blank. you can also use it to keep
down duplications. Your :nisi] may be
addressed to me as Glenn IL. Anderson;
if the order blank is sent in and signed
by my wife, Ruth, or my daughter,
Joan. then a quick check of the address
panel will warn you not to put the new
name; on lists.

Order blanks that can easily
be traced to source lists give .

you an additional advantage
when ticket sales are slow.

Daily sales records should tell you
When you need more promotion to fill
the house. When you do, cheek tl or-
%hers already receive I to find (nit which
segments of your lists have respondil
well, and mail again to that segment.
The selfsame itimoiliicement renuailed
to a productive list will bring returns
ranging from 60 to 100 per rent of the
original result.

Lists must also grow. People moving
out of your area may decrease your
lists by 10 per cent and more in a year.
How do you expand lists? One way to
expand lists and increase ticket sales
is to mail announcements from tine te
time in envelopes with two vrfl:r
blanks instead of one. In a recent sea-
son subscription mailing for a theater
series, an extra oral- blank incre used
sales of season subscriptions by III per
cent with an average sale of 2.8 tickets
amounting to $50.40 per order.

Another-way to get new names is to
leave space on the ticket order blank

1Nith a message like, "Plealse send this
and future announcements to the fol-
lowing friends:"

A direct appeal to your present ists
for recommended mes can increase

myour list totals as much as 10 to 20 per
cent. and these names are almost as
good as your customer list itself. To get
these, you can moil out a douhie nail-
ing card to your present patrons. The
message says in effect that you will be
mailing announcements for the new
season, that you appreciate their pa-
tronage and would like more pmple



like them in year audience. You ask,
would they do you and their friends
a favor by sending in recommended
names and addresses.

The second half of the double mail-
ing card, the reply half, should be
large enough to enter five or six names
and addresses. By leaving :pace for
this number, you will receive an aver-
age of two to four names per card. If
you allow space for only hem) names.
your average will hardly run over one
name per reply. It is advisable to com-
pare these recommended names with
existing lists before you! put them on
the prospect list because chiplicaticms
are bound to be submitted.

Certainly you want the leaders of
your comuumit among your patrons.
and one way to get them is to use out-
side lists. Your local Chamber of Com-
merce will Furnish you with lists of
social and fraternal groups. From these
you might find it worthwhile to se-
lect the names and addresses of the of-
ficers of these groups as inflividuals
and community leaders. not as officials
of clubs. Entire membership lists do
tee seem to bring a gand rospthee. but
may Ix- worth trying ie eons owe town.

A compiled list of outtand-
ing people in your community
can be very valuable in terms of
ticket sales and public relations.

Some specialized list compilers can
furnish hundreds or thousands of such
names, depending on the sine of your
town. Expert compilers can take your
present list of patrons. analyze the
names according to characteristics such
as income, home ownership. education-
al level, occupation, and others. This
research produces a profile of yonr
ideal customer. These list specialists
can then go back to the same source
material and select hundreds and thou-
sands of names to fit the same profile.
As a further refinement, they can even
analyze the results of the mailing to
the first compiled list, correct the pro-
file, and produce still more refined
lists.

Your mailings may not yet
warrant the addirig,s oT tens of
thousands of new prospects, but
yore can still prospect with a
smaller number.

One way to test the value of new
prospect names is to date them and put
them on a prospect list. Send them all
your announcements for a year, and as
they become customers, transfer the
names to your permanent lists. You can
afford to do this aaith 500 or maybe
even 5,000 names.

If you want to test a larger number
(5,000 to 10,000), then it might be
worthwhile to mail them two or three
announcements in which the order
blank also carries the alternate choice
of buying tickets or marking a box that
says, "Please put my mune on your
mailing list for Future announcements.-
You'll find many of cunr addressees are
well enough schooled in mail-order
methods to lee this reply conpmel.

Another way to pull out the inter-
ested minority from a large list is to
mail two or three regular amenmece
metes. Then follow these anumemee-
ments with a special :nailer. On it.
picture the previous announcements so
the addressee recalls them. Your mes-
sage would read to the effect that "we
have sent you announcements of some
of our campus events that are open to
the public. If you wish us to contimme
mailing these announcements to you.
please chei.1- and return the reply card
attached." In one such prospecting
campaign, we picked up 10 per cent
of the names for our regular lists, and
the whale promotion was more than
paid for by the additional ticket sales
made by the regular mailings.

Another source of new names is the
respective departmental lists of your
own college. Find out whether the mu-
sic department, theater, or other de-
partments have lists and arrange for
their use. Correspondence, phone call
inquiries, and alumni lists should also
be regular sources of new names.

Now that you are building dated
and coded lists of patrons and pros-
pects, how do you keep the lists up to
date? If you are mailing second - class
matter, the postman automatically
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sends your corrected addresses. Your
list clerks should be instructed to make
the correction if the new address is in
your area, or to kill the plate entirely
if the addressee has moved too far

.away.

A frequent error in list main-
tenance is the illusion of keep-
ing a card file up to date as
your duplicate of the address-
ing plates themselves.

Filing new cards and taking out old
cards is a task usually assigned to a
clerk. And the job is put off day after
clay until at any particular time the
card file is data or weeks out of date.
Keep in mind that there is only one
accurate record of your address list.
That record is the plates themselves.
A card file kept next to them might be
imp to date, but the further away the
card file gets from the only accurate
source. the more likely that the card
file will be eeeleeted.

Since you should be entering new
cxles or new dates on existing plates,
some record may be essential. In many
cases, you can accomplish this by hav-
ing your list mn periodically cm galley
sheets of 20 or more names per sheet.
Galley sheets are easier to use than
index cards for making new entries as
well as for entering the new codes on
the plates.

If your mailings are third class, von
will not get postal returns unless von
ask for them by printing "Return Re-
quested" en the mailing piece itself.
If you mail once a month or oftener.
don't put "Rehm: Requested" nn every
mailer; mill le paving double on
yoAlr retiinis because as a ctirrectioe
mix»: in you'll already have addressed
another piece to the wrong address.
Correcting plates takes time; you can
avoid mailing out duplicate old ad-
dresses by establishing a rule that. itS

corrections come back, the plate
should be pulled out at once. Theo
even if the correction takes a day or a
week, yoe avoid a second mailing
to the wrong address.

"Cleaning" mailing lists,
eliminating deadwood, sounds
so desirable, but it can be over-
done.

You can hold paved and inquiry
lists to reasonable siz? by putting the
names on a prospect list first and trans-



ferring them to yonr cli,torner list of&
after they buy tithes. Sit:ce tbe pros-
pect names will be dated. can take
them off the lists after six,tril

But the same approilih to vieaning
your customer list can be -4isasi-rms. A
year ago we mailed to names
that were dated 191 .a-41 Mi. The
message wits to the effec t that we were
preparing new annowicements and
could thu acldressee confirm
drat he still wanted to br on the list by
returning the card. About 50 rr cent
did not return the card. Lah-r, an-
nouncements were sent to then'_: any-
way and results compared. We made
the same profitable percentage HI sales
to them as to the -active castomer
list. Needless to say, those names went
back cm the list. Customer names arc
too valuable to throw away. and any
cleaning of customer lists should be ap-
proached carefully.

Depending on your ohective.
whether it is to keep as many as pos-
sible on your lists, or to get a: many as
possible off yam- lists, you tan slant

your list-cleaning mailings either way.
If you want to trim only a small num-
ber from an active and profitable list.
then your message might say that the
addiessee should recur the card only
if he no longer wants to be on the HA
or will be minable to attend any cam-
pus event in the next year. Such a
mailer may bring a 10 percent
and reduce that list 10 per cent.

On the other hand, if you tell the
addressee he must return the card if
he wishes to stay cm the list and names
will be dropped if the card is not re-
tamed, then you'll still get something
like a 10 per cent or perhaps 20 per
cent return. But, vocal have to drnp
SO to 90 per cent of your list and will
mdoithtedly be dropping some poten-
tay valuable customers. That's mail
order for von. Handled well, %Tam list
is a gold mine.
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